Recently, we have studied evolution of a family of Finsler metrics along Finsler Ricci flow and proved its convergence in short time. Here, existence of solutions to the so called Hamilton Ricci flow on Finsler spaces is studied and a short time solution is found. To this end the Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow on Finsler spaces is defined and existence of its solution in short time is proved. Next, this solution is pulled back to determine a short time solution to the Hamilton Ricci flow on underlying Finsler space.
Introduction
The major aim for many geometric flows is to produce canonical geometric structures by deforming rather general initial data to these structures. The Ricci flow theory and its various applications became one of the most intensively developing branch of modern mathematics [10, 12, 17] . The most fabulous achievement of this theory was the proof of Thurston's geometrization conjecture by G. Perelman [18, 19] . The subject of Hamilton's Ricci flow introduced in 1982 lies in the field of geometric flows which has many applications in physics and real world problems. Hamilton introduced the Ricci flow by the differential equation ∂ ∂t g ij (x, t) = −2Ric ij , g (t=0) = g 0 , ∀x ∈ M, (1.1) in order to study compact three-manifolds with positive Ricci curvature. The Ricci flow, which evolves a Riemannian metric by its Ricci curvature, is a natural analogue of the heat equation for metrics. Ricci flow conformally deforms the Riemannian metric to its induced curvature, such that the curvature tensors evolve by a system of diffusion equations which leads to distribute the curvature uniformly over the manifold. Hence, one expects that the initial metric should be improved and evolved into a canonical metric, in order to obtain some information on the topology of the underlying manifold. In his celebrated paper, Hamilton proved that there is a unique solution to the Ricci flow for an arbitrary smooth Riemannian metric on a closed manifold over a sufficiently short time [14] . He also showed that on a compact three-manifold with an initial metric having positive Ricci curvature, the Ricci flow converges, after re-scaling to keep constant volume, to a metric of positive constant sectional curvature, proving the manifold is diffeomorphic to the three-sphere S 3 or a quotient of the three-sphere S 3 by a linear group of isometries. In Finsler geometry the problem of constructing the Finslerian Ricci flow contains a number of new conceptual and fundamental issues on compatibility of geometrical and physical objects and their optimal configurations. In order to define the concept of Ricci tensor in Finsler geometry, Akbar-Zadeh in his celebrated work has used Einstein-Hilbert's functional in general relativity and introduced definition of Einstein-Finsler spaces as critical points of this functional, similar to the Hamilton's work, in Riemannian geometry, see [14] . This definition of Ricci tensor turned to be one of the most productive definition in Finsler geometry. In [2] , D. Bao based on the Akbar-Zadeh's Ricci tensor and in analogy with the Ricci flow in Riemannian case, has considered the following equation as Ricci flow in Finsler geometry
where, F 0 is the initial Finsler structure. This equation is equivalent to
which is analogous to the Riemannian Ricci flow (1.1) and addresses the evolution of the Finsler structure F . This definition of Ricci flow seems to make sense, as an un-normalized Ricci flow for Finsler spaces on both the manifolds of nonzero tangent vectors T M 0 and the sphere bundle SM, which is also used in [16] to study Harnack estimates for heat equation.
Recently, we have studied Finsler Ricci solitons as a self similar solutions to the Finsler Ricci flow and it was shown if there is a Ricci soliton on a compact Finsler manifold then there exists a solution to the Finsler Ricci flow equation and vice-versa, see [6] . Next, as a first step to answer Chern's question stating that weather there exists a Finsler-Einstein metric on every smooth manifold, we have considered evolution of a family of Finsler metrics, first under a general flow next under Finsler Ricci flow and prove that a family of Finsler metrics g(t) which are solutions to the Finsler Ricci flow converge to a smooth limit Finsler metric as t approaches the finite time T , see [7] . Moreover, a Bonnet-Myers type theorem was studied and it is proved that on a Finsler space, a forward complete shrinking Ricci soliton is compact if and only if the corresponding vector field is bounded, using which we have shown a compact shrinking Finsler Ricci soliton has finite fundamental group and hence the first de Rham cohomology group vanishes, see [8] .
In the present work, a new fundamental step is taken in the study of any system of evolutionary partial differential equations which shows shorttime existence of Hamilton Ricci flow on Finsler spaces. More intuitively, as the Ricci flow quasi-linear differential equation is not parabolic, one cannot apply the standard theory to conclude existence and uniqueness of a short time solution. Following the procedure described by D. DeTurck in Riemannian space [13] , the Finslerian Ricci flow is modified and a PDE which has a short-time solution is obtained. Next, a solution to the original Ricci flow equation is found by pulling back solution of the modified flow using appropriate diffeomorphisms. In the sequel, we denote all vector fields on T M 0 byX,Ŷ , etcetera and the corresponding sections of π * T M by X = ̺(X), Y = ̺(Ŷ ), respectively, unless otherwise specified. The structural equations of the regular connection ∇ are given by:
where, X = ̺(X), Y = ̺(Ŷ ), Z = ̺(Ẑ) andX,Ŷ andŶ are vector fields on T M 0 . The torsion tensor τ and curvature tensor Ω of ∇ determine two torsion tensors denoted here by S and T and three curvature tensors denoted by R, P and Q defined by:
The tensors R, P and Q are called hh−, hv− and vv−curvature tensors, respectively. There is a unique regular connection associated with F called Cartan connection such that:
where, X = ̺(X), Y = ̺(Ŷ ) and Z = ̺(Ẑ), for allX,Ŷ ,Ẑ ∈ T T M 0 , see [1] . Given an induced natural coordinates on π −1 (U), we denote by G i the components of spray vector field on T M, where
∂x h ), and the formal Christoffel symbols by γ
The horizontal and vertical subspaces have the corresponding bases { [3] . The horizontal and vertical metric compatibility of Cartan connection in local coordinates is given by ∇ l g jk = 0 and∇ l g jk = 0 respectively. In local coordinates, coefficients of the Cartan connection ∇ are given by
The components of Cartan horizontal and vertical covariant derivatives of a Finslerian (1, 2) tensor field S on π * T M with the components (S i jk (x, y)) on T M are given by
respectively, where,
. We denote the components of Cartan hh-curvature tensor by 
Let c : I −→ M be an oriented C ∞ parametric curve on (M, F ) with the parametric equation x i (t). Let (x(t),ẋ(t)) be the line element along the curve c and [5] , where δX
By means of metric-compatibility we have,
On the pull back bundle p * T M over SM
Consider the sphere bundle SM := T M/ ∼, where y ∼ y ′ if and only if y = λy ′ for some λ > 0. Given any (x, y) ∈ T M, we shall denote its equivalence class which is a point in SM by (x, [y]) ∈ SM. The natural projection p : SM −→ M pulls back the tangent bundle T M to a n-dimensional vector bundle p * T M over the 2n−1 dimensional base SM. Namely, over each point (x, [y]) we erect a single copy of T x M and endow it with the inner product g ij (x, y)dx i ⊗dx j . The resulting vector bundle p * T M has the fiber dimension n as in π * T M, but now it sits over the 2n − 1 dimensional sphere bundle SM rather than T M. Local coordinates x 1 , ..., x n on M induces global coordinates y 1 , ..., y n on each fiber T x M, through the expansion y = y i ∂ ∂x i . Thus (x i ; y i ) is a coordinate system on SM with the y i regarded as homogeneous coordinates in the projective space sense. Given local coordinates (x i ) on M, we shall economize on notation and regard the corresponding collections { ∂ ∂x i }, {dx i } as local bases for p * T M and its dual p * T * M, respectively. There is an inner product g on p * T M by specification
on the fiber over the point (x, [y]) ∈ SM, where y ∈ T x M. One can verify that g is well defined and 
a 's as local vector fields and 1-forms, respectively on SM. All p * T M related indices are raised and lowered with the metric g, see [4] . Letê
It can be shown that {ê a ,ê n+α } is a local basis for the tangent bundle T SM and {ω a , ω n+α } is a local basis for the cotangent bundle T * SM, where the Latin indices run over the range 1, ..., n and the Greek indices run from 1 to n − 1. Tangent vectors on SM which are annihilated by all {ω n+α }'s form the horizontal sub-bundle HSM of T SM. The fibers of HSM are ndimensional. On the other hand, let V SM := ∪ x∈M T (S x M) be the vertical sub-bundle of T SM; its fibers are n − 1 dimensional. The decomposition T SM = HSM ⊕V SM holds because HSM and V SM are direct summands. The inner product on p * T M induces a Riemannian structureĝ on SM
In particular, HSM and V SM are orthogonal with respect toĝ.
Quasilinear strictly parabolic equations on SM
A system of partial differential equations is called quasilinear if the derivatives of principal order term occur only linearly (with coefficients which may depend on derivatives of lower order), see [20] . Let u : M −→ R be a smooth function on M. A quasilinear strictly parabolic equation is a PDE of the form
where, a ij and h are smooth functions on M and for some constant λ > 0 we have the parabolicity assumption
that is, all eigenvalues of A = (a ij ) have positive sign or equivalently (a ij ) is positive definite. Let ρ : SM −→ R be a smooth function on the sphere bundle SM. We consider the quasilinear strictly parabolic equation on SM , is positive definite.
Lemma 3.1. Let ρ : T M −→ R be a zero-homogeneouse smooth function on the tangent bundle T M. The quasilinear differential equation
is a quasilinear strictly parabolic equation on SM.
The harmonic map Laplacian on the Tangent Bundle
Let ϕ : (M, g) −→ (N, h) be a diffeomorphism between two n-dimensional Finsler manifolds (M, F ) and (N,F ) with the corresponding metric tensors g and h called domain and codomain metric, respectively. Denote image of the linear tangent application dϕ(T x M) by TxN, where ϕ(x) =x. Let c be a geodesic on (M, F ) andc(t) := ϕ • c(t) its image by ϕ. Consider a local coordinate system {x p } on M, a local coordinate system {x i } on N and y =ċ(0) = dϕ(y), where y =ċ(0). Then (2.6) leads tō
On the other hand,ȳ i = ∂ϕ i ∂x p y p , thus (4.1) is given bȳ 
where, (∆ g,h ϕ)
The harmonic map Laplacian of ϕ with respect to the domain metric g and the codomain metric h is defined by
where, (∆ g,h ϕ) i is given by (4.2). In the following proposition it is shown that the harmonic map Laplacian is invariant under the action of the diffeomorphism group of M. F ) and (N,F ) with the corresponding metric tensors g and h, respectively. If ψ is a diffeomorphism from M to itself, then
for all x ∈ M wherex = (ϕ • ψ)(x) andψ is the canonical lift of ψ on T M. 
where,Γ k ij andΓ k ij are the coefficients of horizontal covariant derivative of Cartan connection with respect to theg and h, respectively.
Next, consider the vector field ξ(x, y) as a section of π * T M with the components ξ k := (∆g ,h Id) k . It can be easily verified that the components of ξ = ∆g (t),h Id =g
are homogeneous of degree zero on y, thus ξ can be considered as a vector field on SM. Using the fact that the difference of two connections is a tensor, ξ is a globally well-defined vector field.
5
Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow and existence of solution
In general Finslerian setting, a notable definition of Ricci tensor is introduced by H. Akbar-Zadeh as follows: 
Contracting with y j y k , via Euler's theorem, leads to ∂ ∂t
where F 0 is the initial Finsler structure. It can be easily verified that (5.2) and (5.3) are equivalent. In order to show that the above Ricci flow in Finsler geometry has a solution on a short time interval, we replace the Finslerian Ricci flow by an equivalent evolution equation which has a solution in short time. In analogy with the Ricci-DeTurck flow in Riemannian case, we consider the following natural extension of Ricci-DeTurck flow in Finsler geometry.
Definition 5.1. Let (M, F ) be a compact Finsler manifold with the fixed back-ground metric tensor h. Assume that for all t ∈ [0, T ),F (t) is a oneparameter family of Finsler structures on T M andg(t) is the tensor metric related toF (t). We say thatg(t) is a solution to the Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow if
where, L ξ is the Lie derivative with respect to ξ =g
which is a vector field on SM as mentioned earlier.
Contracting (5.4) by y j y k , via Euler's theorem, we have the scalar RicciDeTurck flow in Finsler spaces.
By means of commutativity of y and L ξ one can easily verify that (5.5) is equivalent to (5.4). Moreover, this definition of Ricci-DeTutck flow reduces to the Ricci-DeTutck flow in Riemannian geometry if the Finsler structurẽ F arises from a Riemannian metricg or equivalentlyg jk is independent of y. The following theorem shows that the above Ricci-DeTurck flow is well defined and have a solution on a short time interval.
Theorem 5.1. Let M be a compact differentiable manifold with a fixed background Finsler structureF and related Finsler metric h. Given any initial Finsler structure F 0 with metric tensor g 0 , there exists a real number T > 0 and a smooth one-parameter family of Finsler structuresF (t), t ∈ [0, T ), with metric tensorg(t), such thatF (t) is a solution to the Finslerian RicciDeTurck flow andF (0) = F 0 .
Proof. The Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow (5.5) can be written in the following form
By means of Lie derivative formula along the vector field ξ, contracting with y p y q and using Euler's theorem we have
We rewrite the term ∇ p ξ q + ∇ q ξ p as follows
Thus (5.7) is written
Also we have 
Substituting (5.8) and (5.10) in (5.6), we obtain an equation which will be referred in the sequel as differential equation of scalar Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow
Applying twice the vector field δ δx s on the components of metric tensor g pq yields
Finally we get +lower order terms = 0, (5.14)
Since the coefficients
, of principal (second) order terms of (5.14) are positive definite, by definition, it is a quasilinear strictly parabolic system on SM. By means of the standard existence and uniqueness theorem for parabolic systems, (5.14) has a unique solution, namelyg pq on SM. Recall that this solution is by definition a member of the family of Finsler metrics defined on p * T M and determines a Finsler structureF on T M. Therefore the Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow (5.12) has a solution on T M. This completes the existence statement.
Short time solution to the Finslerian Ricci flow
In this section it is shown that any solution to the Finslerian Ricci-DeTurck flow gives rise to a solution to the Finslerian Ricci flow. Here, we recall some well known results which will be used in the sequel.
Lemma A.
[11] If {X t : 0 ≤ t < T ≤ ∞} is a continuous time-dependent family of vector fields on a compact manifold M, then there exists a oneparameter family of diffeomorphisms {ϕ t : M −→ M; 0 ≤ t < T ≤ ∞} defined on the same time interval such that ∂ϕt ∂t
for all x ∈ M and t ∈ [0, T ).
Theorem B.
[?] Let M be a smooth manifold and V : J × M −→ T M a smooth time-dependent vector field on M. Then there exists an open set U ⊂ J × I × M and a smooth map φ : U −→ M such that for each s ∈ J and p ∈ M, the set U (s,p) = {t ∈ J : (t, s, p) ∈ U} is an open interval containing s and the smooth curve
is the unique maximal solution to the initial value problem Lemma C.
[6]Let M be a differentiable manifold, F a Finsler structure and ϕ t a family of diffeomorphisms on T M generated by a vector fieldV . Then the pull back of F under the point transformation i.e.,φ * t (F ) is also a Finsler structure on T M. Moreover, if Ric F is the Ricci scalar related to the Finsler structure F , then we haveφ * t (Ric F ) = Ricφ * t (F ) . Now we are in a position to prove the following proposition. where, ξ = ∆g (t),h Id. Moreover letφ t , for t ∈ [0, T ) be a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms satisfying ∂ ∂tφ t (x, y) = ξ | ϕt(x) = (∆g (t),h Id) | ϕt(x) , for all points x ∈ M, y ∈ S x M and all t ∈ [0, T ). Then the Finsler structures F (t), t ∈ [0, T ), form a solution to the Finslerian Ricci-flow (5.3), where F (t) is defined by
Proof. We are going to show ∂ ∂t (log F (t)) = −Ric. Derivation of F 2 (t) = ϕ * t (F 2 (t)) with respect to the parameter t, leads to ∂ ∂t (log F (t)) = 1 2 
